TC Trustee® Premier

Save time and money with custom hosted payment pages.

TC Trustee® Premier
hosted payment
pages deliver secure
e-commerce payment
acceptance, reduced
PCI scope, and branding
continuity all with minimal
development effort.
Reduce PCI Scope
Providing maximum PCI scope
reduction, TC Trustee® Premier
allows merchants to accept
e-commerce payments securely
by keeping payment data out of
the merchant’s web server. This
solution is hosted by TrustCommerce,
eliminating the need for merchants to
capture, transmit, or store sensitive
payment information, which greatly
reduces PCI scope.
How It Works
TC Trustee Premier is an
e-commerce payment capture
solution via hosted payment page
that utilizes secure tokens.
» Clients only need to pass the
‘amount’ and ‘unique identifier’
(for example, order number,
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ticket, member number, etc.) to
TrustCommerce.
» Sensitive data is not transmitted in
the clear.
» Merchants are able to see tokens,
but never full cardholder data.
» The payment page is managed by
TrustCommerce and hosted on our
PCI-compliant servers.
Flexible and Customized
Designed for i-Frame, modal
windows, or standalone pages,
payment pages are designed to be
mobile-friendly/responsive providing
the ability to scale automatically for
desktop, tablet and mobile use. TC
Trustee Premier seamlessly matches
client’s specific style and/or CSS
providing a consistent, uninterrupted
checkout experience.
Cost-Effective
TC Trustee Premier is ideal for those
who have limited IT resources,
internal budgets, or hosting
capabilities. TrustCommerce
develops the payment page, which
allows clients to be up and running
quickly, significantly reducing
development time and eliminating
the need for clients to write code.

TC TRUSTEE® PREMIER

Allows for
custom
“Look and
Feel”

Can match Merchant
style and/or CSS

Significantly
reduces
scope

Hosted solution
managed by
TrustCommerce

Deployed
with minimal
IT resources

TrustCommerce
develops and hosts
the page.

Responsive
design

Flexible
presentation

Scales for desktop,
tablet, and mobile

Designed for i-Frame,
modal window or
standalone page

Quick
turn-around

Match merchant
style & go

Transaction
types

“Pre-auth” and “sale”

Payment
types

Credit card, debit card,
and ACH
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